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Secondary Eyewall Formation in Tropical Cyclones: Unbalanced Dynamics 
within and just above the Boundary Layer 

  
Chun-Chieh Wu 

Email: cwu@typhoon.as.ntu.edu.tw 
Department of Atmospheric Sciences, National Taiwan University 

Taipei 10617, Taiwan  
 

A new dynamical pathway to secondary eyewall formation (SEF) in tropical cyclones has 
been advanced from the axisymmetric perspective in our two companion works published in 
2012, based on a dataset with model simulations and ensemble Kalman filter data assimilation 
of the special data collected in Typhoon Sinlaku (2008) during T-PARC (THORPEX - Pacific 
Asian Regional Campaign).  It was demonstrated that the unbalanced dynamics within and just 
above the boundary layer on account of the storm’s expanding swirling flow serves as an 
important mechanism for initiating and sustaining a ring-like deep convection in a narrow 
supergradient-wind zone outside the primary eyewall.   

This follow-up study provides further dynamical analyses to examine such a pathway to 
SEF.  Based on momentum budget analyses, this presentation attempts to demonstrate 1) how 
the tangential winds broaden prior to SEF; 2) how the secondary tangential wind maximum 
forms; and 3) how unbalanced processes impact the radial distribution of the boundary layer 
inflow.  Meanwhile, to improve the representation of dynamics in the inner core of a tropical 
cyclone, the role of unbalanced processes in SEF is further examined based on simulations of 
Sinlaku under finer model grid spacing (1.67 km). 

A more intense typhoon is simulated with distinct asymmetric features throughout the 
integration.  Though the asymmetric structure is more prominent in terms of its tangential 
winds, vertical velocity, and vorticity features, the contribution from the eddy terms in the 
momentum budget remains similar to results assessed from the coarser-resolution simulations, 
supporting the dominant role of axisymmetric dynamics in SEF.  The robust feature of 
developing unbalanced flow prior to SEF and the momentum budget analysis both provide clear 
signature of the dynamically unbalanced pathway to SEF.  The role of the balanced dynamics 
based on Sawyer-Eliassen diagnosis is also examined.  Issues regarding the boundary-layer 
induced vertical velocity are addressed.  Analyses of the remaining 28 ensemble members are 
further carried out to validate the robustness of the presented pathway to SEF and to assess the 
predictability and uncertainty of SEF.  



Dynamics of Rapidly Intensifying Tropical Cyclones: The Mechanisms for 
Intensification and the Resulting Hazards 

 
Tetsuya TAKEMI 

Email: takemi@storm.dpri.kyoto-u.ac.jp 
Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto University 

Uji, Kyoto, 611-0011, Japan  
 
The understanding on the intensification and evolution of tropical cyclones is a scientific 

challenge. There have been a large number of previous studies that investigate the processes and 
mechanisms of the intensification of tropical cyclones. In this presentation, we will review our 
recent studies on the intensification processes of tropical cyclones. 

In Miyamoto and Takemi (2010), we found that there is a radius within which enthalpy flux 
from the sea surface plays a critical role in determining the intensification of tropical cyclones, 
and that the radius is about 7 to 8 times the radius of the maximum wind speed. This radius is 
regarded as an effective radius for the sea surface flux that controls the intensification of 
tropical cyclones. 

Furthermore, a mechanism for the transition of tropical cyclones to the spontaneous rapid 
intensification phase was proposed in Miyamoto and Takemi (2013): the intensification phase of 
the simulated TC was divided into three subphases according to the rate of intensification: 1) a 
slowly intensifying phase, 2) an rapid intensification phase, and 3) an adjustment phase toward 
a quasi-steady state. The simulated tropical cyclone was determined to be axisymmetrized 12 h 
before the onset of rapid intensification. In addition, it was found that before the onset of the 
rapid intensification convective available potential energy (CAPE) increases within the core 
region of the tropical cyclone with the low-level air parcels within the core obtaining energy 
from the sea surface. Under the condition with increased CAPE, the eyewall is intensified and 
the secondary circulation is enhanced, leading to the increased convergence of low-level inflow; 
this process is considered to be the trigger of rapid intensification. 

From these studies, it is emphasized that the accumulation of CAPE is critically important for 
the initiation of the rapid intensification of tropical cyclones and also that there is an effective 
radius of the surface enthalpy flux at around 100 km for the development of tropical cyclones. 
These points are examined for a real typhoon case; Typhoon Haiyan (2013). 

Typhoon Haiyan (2013) caused devastating damage over the Philippines. Based on the 
best-track data, the maximum intensity of Haiyan during its lifetime reached 895 hPa as the 
central pressure and 65 m/s as the sustained wind speed. Representation of the intensity of such 
super-intense tropical cyclones in numerical simulations is a challenging issue. We investigate 
the intensification and evolution of Typhoon Haiyan (2013) by conducting numerical 
simulations with various model settings. In the control run, we successfully reproduced the 



intensification, evolution, and maximum intensity of Haiyan: the simulated minimum central 
pressure and maximum wind speed was 896.6 hPa and 67.2 m/s, respectively. If the 
computation of the 2nd domain was initiated 1-day later, the simulated typhoon failed to achieve 
that maximum intensity because of a slower intensification. If the nested domain was not 
ingested, the minimum central pressure in the 3-km run was 928.8 hPa. Nesting a 
finer-resolution domain (i.e., 333-m resolution) reproduced the rapid intensification of the 
typhoon. 

We here examine the environmental CAPE amount which is calculated along the typhoon 
track within the 100-km distance from the typhoon center at the times 12-, 24-, and 36-hour 
before when the typhoon is located. The analysis on CAPE before the rapid intensification 
indicates that the environmental CAPE accumulates before the intensification along the typhoon 
track. Resolving convective development in the inner core of the typhoon at its early stage and 
the existence of a sufficient amount of convective instability in the environment along the TC 
track are keys to quantitative representation of the evolution and intensity of Typhoon Haiyan 
(2013). From the analyses, the accumulation of CAPE before the initiation of rapidly 
intensifying phase of tropical cyclones put forth by Miyamoto and Takemi (2013) seems to play 
a role in the intensification of Typhoon Haiyan. 

The quantitative representation of the evolution and intensity of Typhoon Haiyan in the 
numerical simulations led to a successful simulation of the storm surge induced by Haiyan over 
Leyte Gulf (Mori et al. 2014). 
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Improvement of Satellite Rain Retrievals in Mountainous Areas: 
Understanding Precipitation Processes 
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The dominant view that heavy rainfall results from cumulonimbus with a considerable 

vertical extent was formed based on observational studies in the United States, such as the 
pioneering work of Byers and Braham (1949). Cumulonimbus also exhibit lightning and 
thunder due to strong cold rain processes, leading to the common designation as thunderstorms.  

Many satellite rainfall algorithms have been developed under this paradigm. Infrared 
radiometer (IR) algorithms relate the rainfall rate to the cloud brightness temperature, implicitly 
assuming that deeper, colder clouds are more likely to produce heavy rainfall. Microwave 
radiometers (MWRs) have more recently become the principal sensors for global precipitation 
retrieval, because they provide a more direct relationship to rain rates with lower-frequency 
channels than IR over ocean. Over land, however, MWR algorithms relate the rainfall rate the 
rainfall rate to the higher-frequency brightness temperature depression, implicitly assuming that 
the deeper clouds with precipitation-sized ice are more likely to produce heavy rainfall.  

MWR algorithms underestimate rainfall in moist Asian monsoon regions: Japan (Kubota et al. 
2009), Korea (Kwon et al. 2008; Ryu et al. 2012; Sohn et al. 2010), and India (Shige et al. 2014). 
In particular, the MWR algorithms estimated poorly heavy rainfall for Typhoon Morakot (2009) 
(Taniguchi et al. 2013), which had a catastrophic impact on Taiwan. In moist Asian regions, 
heavy rainfall can be caused by shallow convection with strong warm rain processes over 
mountain ranges, which totally differs from the assumptions that heavy rainfall results from 
deep convection with strong cold rain processes. 

Problems identified by MWR rainfall algorithm lead to fundamental question about 
precipitation process (warm rain processes vs. cold rain processes). Mainly on the basis of 
topographic forced upward vertical motion, we have improved the performance of rainfall 
estimates made by the Global Satellite Mapping Precipitation (GSMaP) MWR algorithm (Shige 
et al. 2013, 2014; Taniguchi et al. 2013; Yamamoto and Shige 2014). Topographic forced 
upward motion, however, does not fully constrain precipitation profiles reflecting precipitation 
processes. 

This talk presents investigations of thermodynamic characters of the atmospheric 
environment which shallow orographic heavy rainfall may be linked to, which has been a 
collaboration work with Prof. C. Kummerow from Colorado State University. This talk also 
includes very recent improvement of MWR algorithm based on Froude numbers, which was 
initiated by the author’s visiting National Taiwan University and has been a collaboration work 
with Prof. C.-K. Yu. 



Intraseasonal Variability in Indo-Pacific Region  
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Since Madden and Julian [1971] found the dominant tropical oscillation around 40–50 
day periods, numerous studies have been performed to understand the dynamics and 
predictability of the tropical intraseasonal variability (TIV) ranging from 20 to 60 days. In this 
talk, I will discuss multi-scale nature of TIV and possible dynamics based on the following 
analyses.  
   An analysis of the Low-tropospheric moistening processes of the two Madden-Julian 
Oscillations (MJOs) over the Indian Ocean during Dynamics of the MJO (DYNAMO) is 
performed by using soundings, operational assimilation and satellite data. Through the life 
cycles, the moistening processes responsible for MJO evolution is investigated by projecting 
the scale-separated moisture budget terms onto intraseasonal moisture anomaly and its time 
tendency change and by checking their correlation over their life cycles using 
time-decomposed wind and moisture fields. Results indicate that broad-scale advection by 
low-frequency and MJO flow and moisture fields are dominant moisture sources, while 

residual of moisture budget (−Q2) as dominant sink contributing to tendency term 
(propagation) and intaseasonal moisture anomaly (growth and decay). Dividing their life 
cycles into four phases, the two MJOs exhibit different budget balances in pre-moistening 
stage from the suppressed phase to cloud developing phase when low-frequency vertical 
motion is downward in MJO1 but upward in MJO2. The corresponding drying and 
moistening are balanced by negative Q2 (re-evaporation in non-raining cloud) in MJO1 and 
positive Q2 in MJO2. The result implies that seasonal cycle and interannual oscillations can 
affect the initiation of MJOs. The pre-moistening in the low-troposphere by boundary-layer 
moisture convergence leading the deep convection is observed but only in the cloud 
developing to convective phase of MJOs. Nonlinear moisture advection by synoptic 
disturbances and by MJOs always acts as diffusive terms. They are dominant moisture 
sources (sinks) in the suppress phase of MJO1 (MJO2). 

The other study investigates the structure, energetic, and origin of quasi-biweekly 
oscillation (QBWO) over the western North Pacific (WNP), using EC and NCEP reanalyses 
for the years 2000–2009. The spatial and temporal structure of the QBWO share some 
common features of that of the boreal summer intraseasonal oscillations. Tracing the QBWO 
to equatorial disturbances, our results show some features of equatorially trapped n = 1 
Rossby mode, such as phase speed and group velocity. This mode is generally characterized 
by a zonal planetary wave number of about 6 and nearly symmetric circulation about the 
equator. 



Predictability of Stratosphere-Troposphere Dynamical Coupling  
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We have examined the dynamics and predictability of the stratosphere-troposphere dynamical 

coupling during stratospheric sudden warming (SSW) events based on ensemble forecasts 
datasets such as the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) operational 1-month ensemble 
forecast dataset and a series of ensemble reforecast experiments by using MRI (Meteorological 
Research Institute) AGCM. 

First, we show prolonged predictability of a SSW event occurring in December 2001, which 
was a typical vortex displacement SSW. This warming is found to be predictable at least 2 
weeks in advance due to persistence of a prominent blocking event over the Atlantic. We also 
find high sensitivity of the prediction skill of the SSW to the initial condition. The causal 
relationship between the Atlantic blocking and the succeeding SSW is dynamically confirmed 
by a series of reforecast experiments with the MRI AGCM. For the initial condition of the 
experiment, the regressed anomaly field with respect to the succeeding temperature increase in 
the polar stratospheric region computed from the JMA operational 1-month ensemble forecast is 
superposed on the ensemble-mean field. From this experiment, we find that the SSW will occur 
spontaneously when the specified amplitude of the regressed anomaly field resembling the 
Atlantic blocking exceeds a threshold value, otherwise the stratospheric polar vortex remains 
strong. 

Second, we have also examined the predictability of a SSW event occurring in January 2009 
by conducting a series of ensemble reforecast experiments by using MRI-AGCM. This event 
was a typical vortex-splitting type SSW. We find that the persistence of a Pacific blocking is a 
key for the successful prediction of the vortex splitting: In failed forecasts, the Pacific blocking 
tends to migrate westward associated with the reflection of planetary-scale waves in the lower 
stratosphere (e.g. Kodera et al. 2008, 2013), which is related to a sudden shutdown of upward 
propagation of the wave activity from the troposphere. 



Stratosphere-Troposphere Dynamical Coupling in the Tropics 
Associated with the QBO 
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Stratosphere-troposphere dynamical coupling is one of the key subjects in the research of the 

middle atmosphere. Particularly, two-way interactions between the stratosphere and the 
troposphere in mid- and high-latitudes have been attracted much interesting from a viewpoint of 
basic science to that of applied one including medium and long range weather predictions 
(http://www.sparc-climate.org/about/themes/stratosphere-troposphere-dynamical-coupling/). On 
the other hand, such two-way stratosphere-troposphere dynamical coupling has drawn little 
attentions in the tropics, probably due to the limitations in observations and numerical model 
studies which are attributable to much wider scale-interactions in the fundamental dynamical 
processes. 

Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) is a prominent internal variations in the tropical 
stratosphere due to the interactions between a mean zonal wind and waves that propagate 
upward in the stratosphere. Over two decades ago, Held et al. (1993, hereafter HHR93) 
investigated radiative-moist convective quasi-equilibrium states with a two-dimensional explicit 
moist convection model and obtained a QBO-like oscillation. Their model contains the 
fundamental dynamical processes of the QBO, though it is a highly-idealized two-dimensional 
model for a periodic domain without Coriolis effects. The periodic boundary condition enables 
the zonally averaged winds to evolve freely. In this study, we re-examine the QBO-like 
oscillation found by HHR93 with a long enough time-integration period over two years, by 
using Advanced Research WRF Modeling System. We also investigate the sensitivity of the 
QBO-like oscillation in regards of different factors such as domain size, resolution and 
boundary conditions (e.g., prescribed zonal wind at the top and sea surface temperature). The 
first report of a series of numerical studies was published as Yoden et al. (2014). 

The control experiment has a similar configuration to that of HHR93; 640km domain width 
with a resolution of 5km, 130 vertical levels up to 26km. Convective parameterization is turned 
off in all simulations and only a cloud microphysics scheme is used. Other physics options are 
standard ones for short- and long-wave radiations, surface fluxes, planetary boundary layer, 
turbulence and diffusion, and Rayleigh damping near the top boundary. After spin up, the mean 
zonal wind shows a clear QBO-like oscillation with a period of 120.6 days (Fig. 1a). Unlike the 
observed QBO, the oscillation has a clear signal in the troposphere, in which moist convections 
dominate and gravity waves are generated. Such convectively generated gravity waves 



propagate into the stratosphere to produce the QBO-like oscillation in the stratosphere. On the 
other hand, intensity and propagation of organized convective systems are modulated in 
accordance with the oscillation of mean zonal wind in the troposphere. The zonal mean 
precipitation also varies associated with the oscillation, though its day-to-day fluctuation is very 
large compared to the long-period oscillation. 

In a series of experiments in which SST is increased, the oscillation period becomes longer; 
111.9 days, 120.6 days, and 133.2 days for 25°C, 27°C and 30°C, respectively. This relationship 
is opposed to the expectation of shorter periods due to more convections and wave momentum 
fluxes. In a case of “warm rain” with Kessler cloud microphysics, we did not obtain any 
QBO-like oscillations. The vertical profile of the zonal mean temperature is very different from 
those with QBO-like oscillations. In this quasi-equilibrium state without QBO-like oscillation, 
moist convections are not very active and much smaller lapse rate of 3.2 K/km is maintained up 
to the elevated tropopause at the height of 24 km just below the Rayleigh damping layer. The 
changed lapse rate would be a consequence of the very different spatial distributions of clouds 
and moisture that give different diabatic heating by the atmospheric radiation and cloud 
microphysics. In another series of “low top” experiments with top boundary at 20 km or 15 km, 
we still have QBO-like oscillation but the oscillation is irregular and the mean period is about a 
half or less of the control case. These experiments suggest the QBO-like oscillation in the 
stratosphere is important to regulate the tropospheric QBO produced by the modulation of 
momentum transports by slant-wise convective systems. 
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Fig. 1:  Time-height sections of the zonal mean zonal wind (m s−1) for four cases of (a) Control, 

(b) Control_0, (c) Hitop, and (d) Hitop_0. Negative values are shaded. A pair of vertical lines in 

each plot indicates the interval of full four cycles of oscillation. (Yoden et al., 2014) 



Resilience of Huge Earthquake and Typhoon Hazards in Taiwan 
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It has been 15 years after Chi-Chi earthquake in 1999. The earthquake together with typhoons 
caused Taiwan huge damage and loss since 21 September 1999, which had a magnitude of 7.3 
on the Richter scale. This paper tries to demonstrate the resilience of impacts of earthquake 
and typhoon and resilience of the study area from earthquake and typhoon damage. 
There are four main catchments are severe damaged by Earthquakes and typhoon.  Kaoping 
river catchment is one of the main hazardous area. A series of river channel evolution together 
with the river terraces demonstrates the evolution of landform. By different sets of aerial 
photos and field study a series of evolution were demonstrated. The impact of earthquakes 
and typhoons could be clearly documented and used for comparison of hazards. 
There are high river terrace which is higher than 80 m above the river channel. These terraces 
were supposed as a result of uplifting from tectonic movements. However according to the 
depth of sediments which can be as high as 60 m. The river terraces can be formed by the 
typhoon event only. This study demonstrates such complicated situations. 
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The earthquake early warning (EEW) research group at the National Taiwan University 

(NTU) and one Technology Company have been developing a Micro Electro Mechanical 
Systems (MEMS) type of accelerometer (Palert) specifically designed for EEW purpose. The 
main advantage of the Palert comparing to the other seismometers is that it is a relatively very 
low-cost and easy installation. Currently, a total of 500 Palert devices are installed in Taiwan 
region for onsite and regional EEW purposes. When P wave triggers Palert will determine peak 
amplitude of the filtered vertical displacement (Pd) as an indicator for onsite EEW. Most of the 
Palerts are installed in the elementary schools with internet connection. Real-time signals from 
local Palert device transfer to servers in NTU and Academia Sinica Grid Center via internet for 
regional EEW purpose. Real-time signals are recorded using the Earthwarm system. This 
system could report the earthquake location and magnitude within about 20 seconds. The 
uncertainty of magnitude and location are about 0.3 and 30 km, respectively. Results of the 
Palert network encourage the further implementations for the MEMS-type of seismometer in the 
EEW application. Now the Palert device has been installed in Taiwan, China, Indonesia, and 
Mexico. India, Korea and Philippine are also planning to install the Palert device for EEW 
purpose. By the way, this network can record high quality strong motion signals and produce 
delicate shaking maps within one minute after the earthquake occurrence. Three events with 
ML>6.0 were recorded by Palert network since 2012. The high shaking regions of the intensity 
map produced by Palert network suggest the locations of damages and casualties. Equipping 
with the dense array of Palert devices, this system is able to accommodate 10% signals loss 
from part of the seismic stations and maintains its normal functions for producing shaking maps. 
This system also has the potential to identify the direction of rupture which is one of the key 
indices to estimate possible damages. The low-cost Palert array also shows its potential in 
real-time earthquake shaking map generation and damage avoidance.  
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 Episodic tremor and slips (ETSs) occur on the plate interface of the subducting Philippine 

Sea plate along the Nankai Trough, southwest Japan (e.g., Obara, 2010). Deep low-frequency 
tremors (LFTs) along the Nankai Trough suddenly disappear southwest of the Bungo Channel 
which is a junction between the Nankai Trough and the Ryukyu Trench. Any short-term SSEs 
(slow slip events) have never been reported southwest of the Bungo Channel along the Ryukyu 
Trench except for those in the Yaeyama Islands, ~1200 km away from the Bungo Channel. In 
this study, we applied a method of Nishimura et al.(2013) and examined short-term slow slip 
events (SSEs) systematically using continuous global navigation satellite system (GNSS) data 
along the Ryukyu trench, southwest Japan.  

In total, 130 probable and 93 possible short-term SSEs with Mw of 5.6–6.8 were detected in 
the period from January 1997 to November 2013 by picking up offsets in GNSS time series and 
elastic dislocation modeling with a rectangular fault on the subducting Philippine Sea plate. The 
detected short-term SSEs have a variety of characteristics in terms of duration, recurrence 
interval, magnitude, and coincidental seismic activities. Short-term SSEs without identified 
low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) and low-frequency tremors (LFTs) are common phenomena 
along the Ryukyu trench. The distributions of total slip and the number of SSEs are 
heterogeneous, mostly in the depth between 10 and 60 km. Although shallow (depth ≤ 20 km) 
short-term SSEs have never been detected along the Nankai trough, it is notable that SSEs occur 
on even the shallow plate interface along the Ryukyu trench, and this is possibly related to the 
incomplete interplate locking estimated by geodetic studies. A band of short-term SSEs in the 
depth range 20–40 km extends from west Shikoku through the Bungo channel to mid Kyushu 
and fades away around the subducted Kyushu-Palau Ridge. SSEs with accompanying LFEs and 
LFTs are limited to only western Shikoku and the Bungo channel. We found several distinctive 
clusters of short-term SSEs in addition to a cluster identified previously in the Yaeyama Islands. 
A cluster northeast of Kikaijima consists of 20 repeated SSEs at a depth of ~10 km near the 
trench, where the Amami Plateau subducts. Another cluster southeast of southern Okinawajima 
consists of 29 SSEs with Mw ≤ 6.0. Our results suggest that the distribution of short-term SSEs, 
as well as that of large earthquakes, is affected by the topography of the subducting plate. 

Our results on short-term SSEs suggest that steady creep and/or undetected long-term SSEs 
as well as short-term SSEs play an important role in accommodating the interplate motion along 



the Ryukyu trench. Additionally, the source areas of the M~8 earthquakes that occurred in 1771 
and 1911 do not overlap the distribution of the short-term SSEs. Even if these source areas are 
locked, it is difficult to detect an offshore locked area of these sizes due to the sparseness of the 
GNSS network along the Ryukyu trench. This study cannot reject potential for M~8 earthquakes 
like ones that occurred in 1771 and 1911 along the Ryukyu trench. However, distributed shallow 
short-term SSEs show no large areas of the full locking which possibly accommodate a giant 
(M~9) megathrust earthquake. It, therefore, imply a low potential of the giant earthquake along 
the Ryukyu Trench. 
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   Seismic data show that large earthquakes occur repeatedly along mature faults and nucleate 

at or near the base of the seismogenic zone at <10–15 km depth within the continental crust. 

Seismic rupturing caused by large earthquakes initiated in the focus near the base of the 

seismogenic zone can propagate upward to the surface where coseismic surface ruptures with 

distinct displacements are produced along the source fault during large earthquakes. Geological 

evidence from fault rocks proves that pseudotachylytes are earthquake ‘‘fossils’’ produced by 

seismic slipping at various depths of seismogenic fault zones. 

   Petrologic evidence and structural and textural features show that the pseudotachylytes 

generated in granulite facies rocks found in the Woodroffe thrust, central Australia, contain 

typical melting-origin features including injection occurrence, rounded and embayed clasts, and 

microlites within the fine-grained matrix, which formed contemporaneously with the wall 

granulite facies rocks under conditions of ~8 kbar and ~650–700°C. These granulite-related 

pseudotachylyte (G-Pt) veins are overprinted in subsequent deformation stages by three other 

types of pseudotachylytes including mylonite-related (M-Pt) and ultramylonite-related (Um-Pt) 

pseudotachylytes that are then transcut by cataclasite-related pseudotachylytes (C-Pt). The 

overprinting occurred following uplift of the lower crust where the G-Pt veins formed through 

the brittle-plastic transition zone where the M-Pt and Um-Pt veins occurred within the 

brittle-dominated regime of the C-Pt generation zone in the upper crust. The coexistence of 

multiple generations of large voluminous C-Pt, M-Pt, Um-Pt, and G-Pt veins indicates that 

numerous large earthquakes accompanying distinct seismic slip which produced the 

pseudotachylytes occurred over an extended period of seismicity and various depths of the crust. 

The spatial distribution and structural features of the multiple-stage pseudotachylytes suggest 

that coseismic slipping caused by large earthquakes which nucleated in the brittle-dominated 

seismogenic zone propagated downward through the brittle-plastic transition zone into the 

plastic-dominated granulite facies depth from the upper to lower crust. 
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Upper plate structures that splay out from the megathrusts are a common feature along major 

convergent plate boundaries.  Their earthquake hazard potentials and roles they play in the 
long-term topographic developments of plate boundary belts, however, have yet received 
significant attention.  In several historical major earthquake events, such as the 1964 Alaskan 
earthquake, failure of large upper plate splay faults was involved.  This indicates the potential 
of important contribution of these structures in future earthquake events. 

In order to further understand the importance of upper plate structures, our team has been 
working in the western coast of Myanmar for the past several years.  Myanmar is located at the 
convergent boundary between the Indian-Australian and the Eurasian plates, and offshore 
western Myanmar, the Indian-Australian plate subducts northeastward underneath the Burma 
micro-plate along the northernmost part of the Sunda megathrust.  Our results suggest that the 
1762 Arakan earthquake, the last major seismic event along this plate boundary belt, resulted 
from slip on upper plate splay faults, in addition to rupture of the megathrust.  We have also 
identified several previous earthquake events that are likely produced by these upper plate 
structures from the ages of multiple steps of uplifted coral microatolls.  Geomorphic evidence 
for one of such structure is present near the central western coast of a major offshore island.  
Furthermore, the co-seismic uplift pattern of 1762 is also consistent with the general 
topographic patterns of the offshore islands in western Myanmar.  Therefore, the long-term 
topographic development of the area may be strongly related with co-seismic deformations of 
earthquakes produced by the upper plate structures.  The presence of upper plate splay fault 
earthquake events suggests that the proposed earthquake recurrence intervals in this area may be 
overestimated in previous studies, and points out to the potential importance of such structures 
in future earthquake hazards. 
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The Philippine fault is one of the typical arc-parallel strike-slip faults related to oblique 

subduction of the oceanic Philippine Sea plate beneath the continental Sunda plate. The 
Philippine fault extends NNW parallel to the Philippine archipelago for a distance of ~1250 km 
and has been very active in the past 200 years with several destructive surface-rupturing 
earthquakes, such as the 1990 Mw7.7 central Luzon earthquake. Campaign-mode GPS surveys 
document left-lateral slip rates of 20-30 mm/yr. In order to characterize the seismotectonic 
environments of the Philippine fault, we mapped its surface trace on 1:50000-scale topographic 
maps based mainly on interpretation of ~1:30000-scale aerial photographs and conducted 
paleoseismic trenching from Luzon to Mindanao Islands in the past 10 years. We found 
pronounced along-strike variation in seismic behavior of the Philippine fault ranging from large 
infrequent earthquakes to aseismic creeping. On Luzon and Mindanao Islands located at the 
northern and southern portions of the Philippine fault, respectively, the fault is well segmented 
with km-scale steps and branching of the fault trace and produced large (M≥7) historical 
surface-rupturing earthquakes. The recurrence intervals of such surface-rupturing earthquakes 
are 500-1000 years. In contrast, the central portion of the fault on Masbate and Leyte Islands are 
more continuous and produced only moderate earthquakes in the past 400 years. We obtained 
the first demonstrable evidence of surface creep from surveys on offset cultural features (e.g. 
roads, buildings and curbs), Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) analysis and 
geodetic alignment array surveys on Masbate and Leyte Islands. The creep rates derived from 
these surveys are up to ~30 mm/yr, comparable to the geodetic and geologic slip rates. These 
observations suggest that the Philippine fault may be comparable to the San Andreas fault in 
that both of the faults show pronounced along-strike variation in seismic behavior and are 
composed of locked, transition and creeping segments.  
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High-amplitude, narrow-band seismic signals emerging intermittently were detected by 

four OBS (Ocean Bottom Seismometer) instruments which were deployed in the eastern 
offshore Taiwan during 71 days in 2011. Spectral analysis shows that the emergence of those 
noisy signals exhibit a distinct semi-diurnal as well as a minor diurnal tidal motion. Such a fact 
is important information for the transportation of bottom water current, recently extended to the 
discussion of the ocean heat transport and vertical water circulation. In this experiment, each of 
the OBS instruments also carried a high-precision thermometer to record simultaneously the 
variation of bottom water temperature. The wavelet spectrograms of the continuous temperature 
time series show a temporal variation of the tidal signals at all the OBS stations during the 
experiment. We further estimate the phase lags of the tidal signals among the OBS stations. The 
lateral propagating phase speed of the bottom water tides can be therefore obtained. Our study 
results indicate the sea bottom tides may be an overwhelming fact around Taiwan island. The 
fact that those OBS motion signals coincide well with the change of bottom-water temperature 
implies they are generated by the horizontal sloshing back-and-forth of bottom water mass. This 
has implications w.r.t. the amount of tidal energy dissipation in the deep sea where the tidal 
motions/transportations have been well documented to occur frequently. 
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Groundwater levels are generally fluctuated by atmospheric pressure, earth and ocean tides, 

lake level, and tectonic activity. The fluctuations can be accounted for poroelastic responses to 
static strains, tapping highly transmissive aquifers, and increment of permeability by strong 
ground shaking. In particular, thermal water levels, which are located near volcanoes, could be 
influenced by volcanic activities. Then, in order to understand the relationship between changes 
in the thermal water levels and volcanic activities, we monitored the thermal water levels on the 
northwestern side of Usu volcano.  

Usu volcano (42°32'N, 140°50'E), situated on the southern side of Toya caldera in Hokkaido, 
Japan, has been active since the 17th century and erupted seven times: 1663, 1769, 1822, 1853, 
1910, 1943—45 and 1977—78. The most recent eruption occurred after 23 years of dormancy on 
31 March 2000 at 13:07 (Japanese standard time), and is the fourth eruption in the 20th century. 

A number of thermal waters emerge at the northern foot of Usu volcano. Thermal water levels 
have been observed at three wells of T10, T11 and GSH—1 since February 1998, November 
1997 and May 1999, respectively. The three wells are located in the northern part of Usu 
volcano, and within 1 km of the 2000 eruption area. The water levels were measured using 
pressure transducers suspended 4—5 meters below the water surface; the nominal resolution of 
the sensors is 5 mm and their full-scale range is 10 m. The water levels vary with changes in 
water level of Toya lake, atmospheric pressure, and earth tides, and changed in a systematic 
fashion for several months prior to the eruption of Usu volcano on 31 March 2000.  

In the T10 well, the water level began to decrease at a rate of 0.18 m/month, at the beginning 
of October 1999, and decreased at a rate up to 0.38 m/month from the beginning of January 
2000. Other water level of the GSH—1 well gradually decreased at the beginning of January 
2000, and the decrease rate corresponds to 2.9—3.1×10-8 extension/month. These decreases in 
water level may be due to outflow of water and/or decrement of pore-pressure in aquifer 
followed by intrusion of magma.    
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The Ilan Plain, Taiwan is located at the southwest-most part of Okinawu trough 
which is a back arc basin spreading due to the Philippine Sea plate subducted into the 
Asian continent margin. There are many hot springs occurred in and around the Plain 
indicate that it has high geothermal gradient underneath this area. Recent 
measurements on the heat flows using direct bolehole and geothermometry methods 
also show the same results. The Ilan area, therefore, has the most potential geothermal 
energy in Taiwan, and has been assigned as the major national energy program by 
NSC on exploring and developing geothermal power in the future. Why does the Ilan 
have so high geothermal gradient? Based on the profiles of magnetotellurics (MT) to 
the depth 10 km, it shows the thermal reservoir underneath the Plain can be reached 
over 10 km deep. Meanwhile, the seismic tomographic images also infer that the 
thermal fluids can be traced up to very deep which may come from the subducted 
Philippine Sea plate. This result is the same as Lin et al., (2004) proposed. 
Geochemical data including helium, carbon and sulfur isotopic ratio of gases and 
precipitated minerals phases of hot springs also support the mantle origin of thermal 
fluids in the Ilan area. Yu and Tsai (1979) and Tong et al., (2008) have proposed that 
a dike intruded underneath the Plain in terms of geomagnetic anomalies. This study, 
thus, combines the data got from our researches and previous results to propose that 
the high heat flow in the Ilan area is due to the magma generated from the subducted 
Philippine Sea plate, and intruded underneath the Plain. 
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 The 2011 Tohoku-oki, Japan earthquake produced the largest fault slip ever recorded for an 
earthquake, up to 50 meters on the shallow portion of the subduction megathrust. This region of 
the plate boundary was thought to be an area of aseismic slip by many researchers, so the huge 
co-seismic displacements and resultant devastating tsunami were a shocking surprise to the 
seismological community. In response to the earthquake, IODP Expedition 343 (JFAST) was 
designed to investigate the physical conditions and rupture mechanisms that produced the large 
slip, using drilling of seafloor boreholes to the plate boundary decollement. During April/May 
and July 2012, three boreholes located at a site close to the Japan Trench about 90 km east of 
earthquake epicenter, successfully reached the plate boundary fault at depths of about 820 
meters below seafloor. These boreholes enabled geophysical logging, core sampling and 
installation of a temperature observatory in the vicinity of the fault zone.  

Analyses of core samples obtained from the plate boundary decollement show a narrow zone 
(less than 5 meters) of highly deformed fabric in a clay layer. The pronounced localization of 
deformation within this material suggests coseismic weakening during past earthquakes. 
Estimates of the level of dynamic friction during the recent earthquake have been obtained from 
the temperature monitoring instrumentation that was installed in July 2012 and retrieved in 
April 2013. Also, estimates of the frictional properties have been determined from laboratory 
experiments on the fault-zone samples. Measurements of the local stress field from borehole 
breakouts along with information about the frictional properties of the fault zone, are combined 
to explain mechanisms for the huge slip during the earthquake.  These results are important for 
understanding the tsunami potential of earthquakes in other subduction zones. 
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Stratospheric ozone change can influence on tropospheric climate. For example, Sigmond and 

Fyfe (2010) pointed out the Antarctic sea ice could increase due to the Antarctic ozone hole: 
Stratospheric cooling due to the ozone hole increases a westerly anomaly of the polar night jet 
by satisfying the thermal wind balance, and annular mode response increases westerly anomaly 
near the surface. The increase of the surface westerly intensifies the northward component of 
the Ekman transport in the ocean and promotes the sea ice transport to lower latitudes. However, 
the impact of ozone change in paleoclimate has not been investigated in detail. In most of 
paleoclimate experiments of CMIP5/PMIP3, the distribution of ozone is fixed to the estimated 
value of 1850 AD despite the ozone distribution depends on the solar radiation distribution as a 
function of latitude and time (season). This treatment may cause some bias to the simulation 
results. In this study, therefore, we examine the impacts of forecasted ozone distribution in 
paleoclimate experiments with an Earth system model. In this presentation, we focus on the 
Antarctic region in the mid-Holocene (6k year before present, hereafter MH) experiment, where 
significant impact is obtained. 

We utilize Japan Meteorological Agency Meteorological Research Institute (JMA-MRI) Earth 
system model, which is a coupled model of the atmosphere-ocean-aerosol general circulation 
model of MRI-CGCM3 (Yukimoto et al., 2012) which was used in CMIP5 and the chemistry 
model of MRI-CCM2 (Deushi and Shibata, 2011). We examine the MH experiment and the 
preindustrial (hereafter PI) control experiment under the condition of 1850 AD, both of which 
are corresponding to CMIP5. Boundary conditions in the both experiments are almost same 
except for the orbital parameters. Solar radiation in the Antarctic region in the MH experiment 
has positive anomaly about 50 W/m2 in October and negative anomaly about 20 W/m2 in 
February if compared with its distribution in the PI experiment. The period of integration is 100 
years in each experiment. Contribution of the chemical processes on the climate change by the 
difference of orbital elements between MH and PI can be diagnosed by the following difference: 

 
   (MHactive - PIactive) - (MHfix - PIfix), 
 
where the subscript “active” denotes an experiment whose ozone is forecasted, and “fix” 

denotes an experiment whose ozone is fixed to the estimate value of 1850 AD (seasonal 



variation is included). Here the results of “fix” are the same as those of MRI-CGCM3 in 
CMIP5. 

The contribution of the chemical processes on the difference between PI and MH shows 
positive anomaly up to about 1 K in both polar regions for the annual mean zonal mean 
temperature at 2 m from the surface, whereas it is small in low and mid latitudes. Here we focus 
on the Antarctic region, because opposite trend is found to the relationship of sea ice and the 
Antarctic ozone hole in these decades as described above. Positive anomaly of the ozone is 
observed in the Antarctic stratosphere in February, in which the negative anomaly of solar 
radiation has a maximum. The relationship is interpreted as that the deceleration of ozone 
depletion reaction due to temperature decrease exceeds the deceleration of ozone production by 
the decrease of the amount of ultraviolet radiation in the stratosphere. This positive ozone 
anomaly descends in the polar vortex through autumn and winter. In spring, the temperature in 
the lower stratosphere and the troposphere has positive anomaly corresponding to the positive 
ozone anomaly, and the zonal mean zonal wind has easterly anomaly in the troposphere, 
satisfying the thermal wind balance. The easterly wind anomaly at the surface causes southward 
anomaly of the Ekman transport in the ocean, which reduces the sea ice transport to low 
latitudes. The reduction of the sea ice is consistent with that of meridional transport. As a result, 
surface albedo decreases, upward energy fluxes at the surface increase, and the surface air 
temperature shows positive anomaly. 

We made mid-Holocene and preindustrial control experiments by using the MRI Earth 
system model that contains chemical processes, and investigated the impact of the ozone 
variations to climate by the change of orbital parameters of the Earth. The Antarctic sea ice in 
spring decreases through the deceleration of the westerly jet due to the increase of stratospheric 
ozone. As a result, temperature anomaly is up to about 1 K near the surface. This result suggests 
that the ozone distribution consistent with the solar insolation in the targeted era should be used 
in paleoclimate simulations in order to improve the accuracy of the climate reconstruction in the 
polar regions. 
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An interdisciplinary, collaborative research project on the paleoclimate and 

paleoenvironment of the Asian equatorial regions was begun recently and has been promoted by 
the Kyoto University Active Geosphere Investigation (KAGI) program, which represents the 
21st Century COE program of Kyoto University entitled “Elucidation of the Active Geosphere 
from Asia and Oceania to the World”.  The first target of the project is to reconstruct past 
climate variations in Indonesia by using oxygen and carbon isotopes and other geochemical 
proxies recorded in speleothems (e.g., stalagmites) that are likely represent local precipitation.  
We are particularly interested in decoding the precipitation anomalies that reflect the El Niño 
Southern Oscillation (ENSO).  As a result of the project being a collaboration between Kyoto 
University and Institute Teknologi Bandung (ITB), the research team consists of scientists with 
a variety of disciplines, such as cave geology, geochemistry, geochronology, hydrogeology, 
geography, meteorology, climatology, etc.   

 
The research is being conducted along the course summarized below:  (1) Conduct 

surveys of Indonesian limestone caves and systematic sampling of stalagmites, drip waters and 
carbonate bedrocks.  (2) Construct the age model for each stalagmite using (a) annual banding 
that can be viewed by transmitted/reflected light and/or by luminescence using ultraviolet-light 
stimulation and (b) high-resolution uranium series disequilibrium dating using MC-ICP-MS.  
(3) Analyze oxygen and carbon isotopes and other geochemical proxies for annual or sub-annual 
time scales.  (4) For actively growing stalagmites, we sample and analyze drip water for dating 
and geochemistry, to better interpret the stalagmite data.  The data are also used to constrain 
the hydrogeological framework of the stalagmite growth within the caves.  (5) Compare the 
geochemical proxy data from actively-growing stalagmites with a meteorological data set, such 
as local precipitation, in the past ~50 years, to test the validity of past climate reconstruction.  
The tritium/3He dating of drip waters allows us to estimate the travel time of their percolation 
through overlying soil and bedrock units.  (6) Reconstruct the past climate and environments 
using the tested proxy data and try to detect local and/or global events near the earth’s surface. 
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Bangladesh is vulnerable to various natural hazards. Severe Local Convective Storms 
(SLCS) is one of the most devastating phenomena in the month of March, April and May that is 
pre-monsoon season in Bangladesh. These storms are mesoscale phenomena, locally termed as 
nor’wester (Kalbaishakhi- in Bengali) since the systems migrate from northwest to southeast. 
The SLCS accompany gusty wind, heavy downpours and hails and often spawn strong and 
violent tornadoes. Among the worst ten tornadoes in the world in terms of casualties six cases 
were reported in Bangladesh. In the spring and early summer the tornadoes of the Great Plains 
in the United States are frequently initiated along the dryline, which is an interface between 
moist maritime tropical air masses of the Gulf of Mexico from continental tropical dry air 
masses of the deserts in the western Great Plains. Similar “dryline” feature is also existed 
between moist air mass of the Bay of Bengal and warm dry air mass of Indian highland in the 
pre-monsoon season. This study evaluates historical severe deadliest tornadoes in their relation 
to the dryline features and the environmental stability parameters over Bangladesh and 
adjoining northeast India. Total twenty five cases are selected as severe tornadic cases with 
reliable information between 1961 and 2013 of Bangladesh. The cases are vigorously analyzed 
to find the dry-line influence on those specific events. JRA-55 (1958-2012) reanalysis data 
(0.5625 degree resolution) of Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) are used for this analysis. 

The individual study of the twenty-five severe tornado cases found presence of dryline.  

Drylines are subjectively classified as Type-A (13 cases), Type-B (8 cases), and Type-C (4 
cases) according to their position (Fig.1a-c). In the cases of Type-A and Type-B drylines, 
surface convergence is enhanced along drylines, which promotes upward motion and eventually 
updraft penetrates LFC and the convection is initiated. Convection was continued to develop on 
their eastward migration and brought severest events at a distance from dryline. Scattered and 
isolated convection occurred along dryline in those type dryline cases and spawn tornados at the 
east or south-east of the convection region. On the other hand Type-C dryline is actually 
unclassified cases; dryline seems not to be significant. In severe cases with Type-C dryline, 
storms initiated at the southern slope of the Himalayan range and migrate southeastward to 
West-Bengal and Bangladesh territory. These cases seem to be “Typical Nor’wester” since their 
origins were northwestern region, but the shears were not so large.  



 

 
Fig.1: a) Type-A and b) Type-B and c) Type-C dryline. Shaded region shows composite of specific 

humidity gradient of each dryline type. Gray line represents each dryline and red broken line is composite 

of specific humidity gradient of that type. “Star” sign denotes the event location. 

  

Fig. 2: Dry line position and affected region for a) Type-A, b) Type-B and c) Type-C dryline. Red broken 

line is dryline position. Dense dotted area indicated high risk zone and hashed area indicated moderated 

risk zone. 

Finally, the areas under tornado risks are identified for each type of dryline. High risk zone 
for Type-A dryline events is central region of Bangladesh (Fig.2a). High risk zone for Type-B 
dryline events are northern districts of Bangladesh mainly north-western region and some area 
of north-central, west-central and central region (Fig.2b). North-western, north-central, 
west-central and central region shows at moderate risk for Type-C dryline (Fig.2c). Location of 
dryline is important to identify the location of tornado occurrence. So, the study of dryline 
position is very important to predict the risk zones of SLCS occurrence. Proper prediction of 
dryline position and risk zone for tornado could be useful to combat future SLCS induced loss 
of life and damages of properties.  
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1. Introduction 

 The representation of terrains using the conventional terrain following coordinate 

induces serious error on steep slopes because the coordinate does not have orthogonality. 

Satomura(1989) reduced this error by using the numerically generated high orthogonal 

coordinate (a coordinate which has high orthogonality). It is, however, difficult to 

generate a high orthogonal coordinate on hollow terrains such as cliffs and valleys since 

grid is concentrated. In this paper, we developed an atmospheric model using the 

chimera grid method and simulate two-dimensional mountain waves. 

2. Chimera grid method 

 The chimera grid method is the method to represent complex topography and used in 

the field of Computational Fluid Dynamics (Benek et al. 1986). In the chimera grid 

method, the computational region is represented by a composite of overlapping grids; a 

global grid to represent the global region and a local grid to represent the topography 

detail (Fig.1). Since each grid can take free form, a complex terrain can be represented 

by a high orthogonal grid. Interaction between grids is accomplished by interpolating 

boundary point values each other. 

3. Description of the model 

 This model adopted the momentum equation, the continuity equation, the 

thermodynamic equation and the state 

equation as governing equation. Model 

equations were described in the 

fully-compressible form and the advective 

form. Taking into the stratification, 

thermodynamic variables are separated 

into the perturbation component and the 

basic component (depending on only the 

height). In introducing the chimera grid 

methods to an atmospheric model, 

interpolation of thermodynamic variables 

at the boundary was done in the following 

Fig 1 Description of the grid near mountain. 

The global grid is Cartesian coordinate. The 

local grid is a polar coordinate to represent 

the topography detail.  



Fig.2 vertical velocity (a) the chimera grid 

method (b) terrain-following coordinate. The 

contour interval is 1.0 m/s 

way. The perturbation component was interpolated at the boundary and the basic 

component was set constant. Interpolation method was the bi-linear interpolation.  

4. Simulation of mountain wave 

 Mountain wave was simulated 

over a semi-circular mountain of a 

radius of 1000m. As the initial 

condition, the atmosphere has a 

constant Brunt-Vaisala frequency, 

N = 0.01[1/s], and a constant 

horizontal velocity, U = 10[m/s]. 

The time integration was done for 

60 minutes. The coordinate was 

set to a polar coordinate for the 

local grid and Cartesian 

coordinate for the global grid as 

shown in Fig.1. The result is shown in Fig.2a. Compared with the result of a 

conventional terrain-following coordinate (Fig.2b), the error is reduced clearly above the 

mountain. 

5. Summary 

 We developed an atmospheric model using the chimera grid method to improve the 

simulation on steep slopes. According to the result of the mountain wave simulation 

over a semi-circular mountain, it is indicated that the model can reduce the error on 

steep slopes. 

6. Reference 

 Satomura, T. (1989), Compressible flow simulations on numerically generated grids. J. 

Meteor. Soc. Japan, 67, 473-482. 

 Benek, J.A., Steger, J.L., F.C. Dougherty, Burning, P. (1986). Chimera: a Grid 

Embedding Technique (AEDC-TR-85-64). DTIC: Arnold Engineering Development 

Center. 
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Winds induce turbulent mixing in the ocean surface layer, while the mixing is moderated by 
earth rotation and surface heating (stabilizing buoyancy fluxes).  The wind-induced mixing (or 
mixed) layer depth (MLD) under the influence of earth rotation is given by the turbulent Ekman 
depth LEKD =kU*/f (Rossby and Montgomery 1935), while the MLD shoaled by the surface 
heating is known to be the Monin-Obukhov length LMOL =-U*

3/kB (Monin and Obukhov 1954). 
Here, k is the von Karman constant, U* is the friction velocity, and B is buoyancy flux.  
Because MLD in real oceans is affected by both of the earth rotation and surface heating, a 
question is how these two effects are combined to set MLD in real oceans. 

Two different length scales, Garwood (1977) scale LG77 =1/(a/LEKD+b/LMOL) and Zilitinkevich 
(2002) scale LZ02 =1/(a/LEKD

2+b/LEKDLMOL)1/2 (a and b are proportional coefficients), have been 
proposed for the MLD under the surface heating and the earth rotation effects.  The Garwood 
scale was developed for oceanic MLD, while the Zilitinkevich scale was originally proposed for 
stable atmospheric boundary layer height, the atmospheric counterpart of oceanic MLD.  
Unfortunately, validation of both scales was not sufficient because of the insufficient number of 
in situ measurements; the oceanic stations providing both of MLD and the surface fluxes are a 
few, while the stable atmospheric boundary layers are limited in polar regions. 

Recently, Argo float and satellites provide global data of MLD and the surface fluxes.    
Here, we analyzed MLD (MILA-GPV) from Argo floats plus surface momentum and buoyancy 
fluxes (J-OFURO2) obtained from satellites, finding that Zilitinkevich scale is appropriate to 
scale global MLD distributions (Figures 1 and 2).  Validity of this scale was also supported by 
large-eddy simulations (LESs).   

The present scaling law enables rough but reasonable estimation of MLD from the 
momentum and buoyancy fluxes, both of which can be estimated from satellite measurements.  
This will help better estimations of several MLD-related processes such as air-sea interaction, 
subduction of surface waters into deeper layers and spring blooming of phytoplankton biomass. 
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Figure 1: Global distributions of (a) observed 
MLD (LMLD), (b) LZ02, and (c) LG77. 

Figure 2: Relation between 
LEKD/LMLD and LEKD/LMOL. 
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The Institute of Oceanography (IO/NTU) today is the result of the inspiration, vision, and 

hard work of many people over the years. Since its establishment at the National Taiwan 
University main campus in 1968, the IO/NTU has endeavored to promote integrative and 
interdisciplinary research and education of marine sciences in Taiwan. Entrusted by the National 
Science Council of Taiwan, the IO maintains a research vessel, the Ocean Researcher I, the 
Marine Instrument Center, as well as the Ocean Data Bank. The vessel is equipped with 
advanced navigation equipment and research instruments and is coordinated by experienced 
administrators, and is further supported by the crew, marine technicians and the Marine 
Instrument Center. The Marine Instrument Center is staffed with electronic and marine 
technicians, programmers, administrators and scientists to provide professional advice and 
operation manuals, and provides service to all interested parties. The Marine Instrument Center 
hence owns the technique ability to design and build marine instruments according to carried 
scientific targets. The Ocean Data Bank is a multidisciplinary oceanic information system based 
on a service oriented architecture for the Western Pacific Ocean. The database has compiled 
various oceanic data acquired from the surrounding seas of Taiwan and provides the web 
browsers service to let users search multidisciplinary datasets. 

The IO/NTU offers the graduate education programs in four divisions: physical oceanography 
(PO), chemical oceanography (CO), marine geology and geophysics (MG&G), marine biology 
and fisheries (MB&F). The PO division has been an active research force in studying 
oceanographic processes on a wide range of spatio-temporal scales, ranging from tens of meters 
in coastal/estuarine flows to hundreds of kilometers in ocean-basin-wide circulation with a time 
scale from seconds in ocean waves to interannual variability of western boundary current. The 
CO division covers the studies in various topics of marine biogeochemical cycle, diagenesis, 
environmental pollution, and analytical methods. The research topics of MG&G division range 
from academic researches such as the kinematics and dynamics of the lithosphere and other 
tectonophysics to integrated the seafloor survey, sedimentary structures and natural resources in 
the area off southestern Taiwan. The MB&F division embraces a broad spectrum of marine 
biological sciences, including marine biodiversity, ecosystem functions, marine ecology, 
evolution of marine organisms, and fisheries science and management. All the IO/NTU faculty 
and staff are committed to academic excellence and social responsibility. The objective of 
IO/NTU is to keep promoting cross-disciplinary, multiscale research in marine sciences.  
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There is the volcanic island, Himeshima, which is composed by various lava domes and 

hydroclastic ring-shaped cones at offshore of the north-east side of Kunisaki Peninsula. This 
volcano began to active in the several hundreds of thousand years ago, and geothermal activities 
such as discharging of hot spring and fumarolic activity are not currently observed. However, 
the low temperature mineral spring named Hyoshimizu has been discharging at the foot of 
Myojin Mountain, Kane Volcano located at the northwest of this island. From some existing 
data of chemical analyses of the sampled mineral spring waters, it has shown that this spring has 
been weakly acid carbonate mineral spring and has been kept high CO2 partial pressure, and the 
spring water contains a lot of bubbles. After colorless and transparent mineral water springing 
out, the water staying once at the pool near the welling point, and this pool seem to be many 
colors such as pale green and yellowish brown. Thermodynamic examination and mineralogical 
or chemical analyses of the yellowish brown deposit in this mineral spring pool prove that the 
yellowish brown color is caused by amorphous ferric hydroxide [Fe(OH)3] precipitating from 
the spring water after its springing out (Ohsawa et al., 2013). However, we do not have any 
geochemical information of the mineral spring water when the water in the pool looks green and 
the reason for the color change of the water is completely unknown. 

Then, to clarify the cause of the color change, we analysed water samples collected from the 
pool when it seem to be greenish and yellowish brown, and examined a variety of water quality 
of them: pH, ORP, concentration of the major component and also Fe. When the pool looks 
yellowish brown, Fe concentration of water flowing out from the pool is lower than that of 
water immediately after springing out, whereas when the pool is in sight to be pale green, the 
concentration of Fe of water flowing out from the pool is nearly the same as that of water after 
springing out. In addition, same yellow-brown substance came precipitated in the sample bottle 
from the sampled water from the pool when it was colored in green. Therefore, it is found that 
the difference in color: either pale green or yellowish brown is due to whether Fe(OH)3 
precipitates immediately from the spring water after springing out. Furthermore, it was found 
that the concentration of HCO3 in the spring water when the water color in the pool is pale green 
was higher than that when yellowish brown precipitates formed in the pool. We will also report 
the effect of HCO3 on the present state and the oxidation process of Fe ion in the Hyoshimizu 
mineral spring water. 
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Arsenic poisoning is a global health problem of very high concern, especially in the local 

source of drinking water. In the Beppu hot spring area, which is one of the largest geothermal 
fields in Japan, higher naturally occurring levels of inorganic arsenic derived from the hot 
springs have been found in the rivers (e.g., Yamazaki, 2004; Ohsawa et al., in prep.). Many of 
the previous studies on environmental impact of arsenic (As) in geothermal water and from 
volcanic hot spring, including the studies mentioned above in Beppu, did not consider the redox 
state of As (e.g., Kubota et al., 2010; López et al., 2012). In general, environmental inorganic As 
are present in the two dissolved forms: arsenate (As(Ⅴ)) and arsenite (As(Ⅲ)), with the more 
toxic than organic ones (Jin et al., 2012). Besides, arsenite is 25-60 times more toxic than 
arsenate and has been reported to be more mobile in the environment (Korte et al., 1991). 
Therefore, it becomes important to analyze both the As(Ⅴ) and As(Ⅲ). An attempt of 
determination of As(Ⅴ) and As(Ⅲ) in river water of Toyohira Hot Spring, Sapporo was 
conducted and then it was found that arsenite (As(Ⅲ)) is present in 95.2% and arsenate (As(Ⅴ)) 
is only 4.8% in a hot spring water sample, whereas almost all inorganic As exists as As(Ⅴ) in 
the river water (Jin et al., 2012). Furthermore, the oxidation of all As(Ⅲ) was described by 
using artificial oxygenant to disinfect water (Jin et al., 2012). In this study, we explicated the 
change in oxidation state of dissolved inorganic arsenic during the water drawn from 
underground (low-O2 environment) to the surface (high-O2 environment) at Beppu Hot Spring, 
Japan. 

We got water samples from 6 rivers of all in the Beppu hot spring area, and 12 hot and cold 
spring water samples were collected from wells and natural springs. Chemical analyses of 
As(Ⅲ) and total inorganic arsenic (T-As) were conducted at normal temperature-pressure (NTP), 
as soon as possible after the sample collections, using an Anodic Stripping Voltammetry（Cogent 
Environmental Ltd., Model PDV6000plus）, which has relatively low detection limit (depends 
on our own examination, 3.44ppb for As(Ⅲ) and 1.20ppb for T-As). Arsenic occurrence in the 
Beppu rivers was analyzed (1.2～429ppb) but no As(Ⅲ), in a similar way as Toyohira Hot 
Spring, Sapporo (Jin et al., 2012). On the other hand, we found that hot spring waters derived 
from deep-rising fluids of NaCl type show higher As(Ⅲ) concentrations (76.5~1290ppb), and 
also higher As(Ⅲ)/T-As ratio (45%~81%) in comparison with hot spring waters of steam-heated 
type, which is classified into HCO3 type and acid SO4 type in geochemical) and cold ground 
waters. Moreover, we got a laboratory experiment data that arsenite (As(Ⅲ)) in the discharged 



underground thermal water to the earth’s surface is oxidized unexpectedly rapidly to arsenate 
(As(Ⅴ)) by oxygen in the air. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Example voltammograms for Arsenic in sample waters collected from hot 

springs and rivers in the Beppu hot spring area 
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   During the past two decades, the integration of geologic, geomorphic, seismic, and 
geophysical information has led to increased recognition and understanding of the tectonic 
significance of geomorphic features caused by strike-slip along active strike-slip faults. 
Tectonic landforms developed along active strike-slip faults are mainly characterized by 
systematic deflections and offsets of streams and terraces, and fault sags which are regarded 
as reliable displacement markers useful for reconstructing the long-term activity of active 
faults. It has been demonstrated that stream offsets and fault-bounded geologic structures such 
as pull-apart basins have resulted from repeated large strike-slip earthquakes. The study of 
tectonic geomorphology will provide a new insight into the seismic activity, longevity and 
structural evolution of active strike-slip faults. 
   The Ganzi–Yushu–Xianshuihe Fault Zone (GYXFZ) is a typical active strike-slip fault 
that has triggered many large historic earthquakes, including the 2010 Mw 6.9 Yushu 
earthquake in the central Tibetan Plateau. This fault zone extends for ~800 km from the 
central Tibetan Plateau to its southeastern margin, and varies in trend from WNW–ESE in the 
northwestern segment of the fault zone to NNW–SSE in the southeastern segment, having the 
geometry of an arc projecting northeastwards. In this study, we present evidence for the 
systematical sinistral deflection and/or offset of the Yangtze River and its branch stream 
channels and valleys along the GYXFZ. Topographic analysis of 3D perspective images 
constructed using Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data, 0.5-mresolution WorldView and 
GeoEye images, and 15-m-resolution Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) images, 
together with analysis of geological strutures, reveals the following: (i) the main river 
channels and valleys of the Yangtze River drainage system show systematic sinistral 
deflections and/or offsets along the GYXFZ; (ii) various amounts of sinistral offset have 
accumulated on the tributary stream channels, valleys, and gullies of the Yangtze River along 
the fault, with a linear relation, D=aL, between the upstream length L from the deflected point 
and the offset amount D with a certain coefficient a; (iii) the maximum amount of sinistral 
offset is up to ca. 60 km that was accumulated in the past 13–5 Ma; and (iv) the long-term 
strike-slip rate is ca. 4.6–12 mm/yr (average, ca. 8 mm/yr). Geological and geomorphic 
evidence, combined with geophysical data, demonstrate that the GYXFZ is currently active as 
one of the main seismogenic faults of the Tibetan Plateau, dominated by left-lateral strike-slip 
motion. Our findings supply important evidence for the tectonic evolution of strike-slip faults 
in the Tibetan Plateau since the Eurasia-India continental collision. 
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   It is well known that tectonic-related topographic features that develop around active faults 
record displacements during large-magnitude earthquakes, and that tectonic-related 
topographic studies are essential for developing a historic and/or paleoseismic perspective of 
the locations, magnitudes, recurrence intervals, and slip patterns of seismogenic faults. 
Therefore, it is important to recognize and identify active faults and tectonic-related 
topographic landform features for studying the present activity of active faults to assess the 
seismic hazard in a densely populated region. This study focuses on the mapping of active 
faults in the area around the southern segment of the Itoigawa-Shizuoka Tectonic Line (ISTL), 
central Japan. In this study, we identified the active fault traces using perspective maps made 
from the digital elevation mode (DEM) data with 5-m-contours and stereo-examination of 
aerial photography and conducted field investigations. Interpretations of perspective 
topographic maps, field investigations, and structural analysis of fault zones reveal that i) 
many fault traces are newly found, which formed a deformation zone of up to ~100-500 in 
width; ii) the active fault traces show more irregular shape than that previously reported, 
curved around boundary between the mountains and basin, indicating the lower dip-angle 
thrust fault structures; iii) the active faults developed along the southern sector of the ISTL are 
found to be extended to the south at least ~25 km longer than that reported previously. The 
findings of this study show that the detail mapping of the active faults can provide new 
insights to study the tectonic activity and fault nature of active faults and to reassess the 
seismic hazard for the densely populated area around the ISTL. 
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 Seismological study (Ide et al., 2011) revealed that the rupture of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki 
earthquake extended to the Japan Trench (i.e. free surface). Since the depth of the trench is 
about 8km, it is not appropriate to use Green functions for elastic half-space media as given by 
e.g., Okada (1992). When we employ Green functions for the half-space, it is not possible to 
satisfy the following two conditions simultaneously; (1) the updip limit of the rupture is ~8km 
deeper than the ground surface, and (2) the rupture extends to the Japan Trench (i.e. free 
surface). If the condition (1) is satisfied, the rupture extends to ~8km at depth, not to the free 
surface. On the other hand, if the condition (2) is satisfied, the depth of the trench must match to 
the ground surface. The maximum discrepancy in between predicted ground displacements for 
the condition (1) and (2) is 5% in horizontal, and 15% in vertical component. Thus, it may be 
important to take the topography into account in Green functions. 

 In this study we applied the topographic correction on Green functions as proposed by 
Williams and Wadge (2000). Segall (2010) suggests that this method is applicable to 
approximately incorporate the earth sphericity into Green function for observation sites within 
about 600km from the dislocation. Combining those two corrections, we are able to calculate 
corrected Green functions for spherical earth with topography. Although this method gives only 
approximate Green functions, it helps us to investigate the dependence of Green functions on 
topography and fault geometry. 

 Then we use the corrected Green functions for the inversion of coseismic slip distribution for 
the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. In the invsersion we use the following data set: GEONET F3 
solutions obtained by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI), the ocean bottom 
deformation data by the Japan Cast Guard (Sato et al., 2011) and that of Tohoku University 
(Kido et al., 2011; Ito et al., 2011). Then the inversion result is compared with the half-space 
solutions. 
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Earthquake radiated seismic energy is defined as the total wave energy and can contribute to 

understanding the source physics. Using teleseismic waveforms, we can estimate the radiated 
seismic energy for a wide range of focal mechanisms and tectonic settings. We are especially 
interested in studying the apparent stress (rigidity multiplied by the ratio of radiated energy to 
seismic moment) of strike-slip earthquakes in the oceanic lithosphere, for which there are often 
high reported values (Choy and McGarr, 2002). Estimates of radiated seismic energy from 
teleseismic P waves can be unstable, because take-off angles from the source are often close to 
the nodes in the focal mechanisms, which can cause large variations in the estimated values of 
the apparent stress. 

For 168 large earthquakes (Mw>=7.0), we use teleseismic waveform data recorded on the 
GSN network and a method which takes into account depth phase pP and sP as well as direct P 
phase (Boatwright and Choy, 1986). In addition, we use an improved method for the radiation 
pattern correction. It considers a range of values for the strike, dip and rake angles, because 
estimated focal mechanism has uncertainty and can change during the rupture propagation since 
the geometry of slip can be quite complicated for large earthquakes. 

Our energy estimates are studied for scaling with moment, depth dependence and focal 
mechanism differences. We see no strong dependence with seismic moment. Deeper 
earthquakes (>70 km depth) have slightly higher values of apparent stress compared to shallow 
events. We find that the strike-slip earthquakes have apparent stress values that are 5 to 6 times 
higher than dip-slip earthquakes, with the oceanic events having almost the same values with 
continental events. In addition, using our improved method, we can estimate the apparent 
stresses for strike-slip earthquakes with more reliability, since the error of the radiated seismic 
energies become smaller. 
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Seismicity around the Hakone volcano was activated just after the arrival of surface waves 

caused by the 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku Earthquake. Most of these triggered 
earthquakes had similar distribution to prior occasional swarm activities. In order to image 
electrical properties around such seismic events, we carried out audio-frequency magnetotelluric 
(AMT) measurements at 39 sites in December 2011 (Yoshimura et al., 2012). In this study, we 
conducted 3D modeling of dense AMT (Yoshimura et al., 2012) and MT (Ogawa et al., 2012) 
data, to figure out electrical characteristics around the triggered seismicity. In spite of careful 
treatments for noise reduction, the effects of noise were still seen on the longer parts of the 
responses (< 1 Hz) at the several measurement sites. Thus we determined to have use of the 
frequency range from 320 Hz to 1.02 Hz. The full components the impedance tensors at 51 sites 
in total were inverted using the code developed by Siripunvaraporn et al. [2005]. The model 
space consists of 64(x-) x 46(y-) x 36(z-direction; including 7 air layers) blocks. The minimum 
horizontal size of blocks was 400m ×400m. Significant characteristics of the obtained 
three-dimensional resistivity model are: (1) the most of the triggered earthquakes, which 
occurred shallower than a depth of 4km, seem to align along edges or areas just inside the 
relatively resistive block; (2) surface conductive blocks, in which there were very few 
earthquakes, were observed beneath not only fumarolic areas but geothermal non-active regions.  
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Tatun volcanic group (TGV) is located at northern Taiwan. More than 20 volcanic domes and 

cones have been created within and around the area, which is bounded by Chinshan Fault in the 
north and Kanchiao Fault in the south. Most volcanoes have been created before 0.3 M (Wang 
and Chen, 1990), and no historical record of eruption at TVG. However, eruptions in 18 ka BP 
(Chen and Lin, 2002) and 6 ka BP (Belousov et al., 2010) have been identified. Yang et al. 
(1999) found magmatic contribution in fumarolic gas, and Konstantinou et al. (2007) identified 
volcanic earthquakes. Similar volcanic activities are observed in many volcanoes in Japan. 
Kagiyama and Morita(2008) proposed that volcanism has a wide range of diversity represented 
by two typical end members controlled by the easiness of magma storage beneath 
volcano; ’Eruption dominant (ED) volcanism’ in difficult condition and ‘Geothermal activity 
dominant (GD) volcanism’ in easier condition. In GD volcanoes, magma stagnates beneath 
volcanoes and maintains geothermal activity. This seems GD volcanoes continue to give much 
benefit to human society. However, GD volcanoes sometimes have large eruptions after 
repeated stagnations of magma. It is not so difficult to predict volcanic eruptions in ED 
volcanoes. We can detect significant precursors by monitoring volcanic activity. However 
preparing for large eruptions in GD volcanoes is a serious problem for all inhabitants and 
scientists. Conventional monitoring of volcanic activity is insufficient for practical evaluation, 
because such large eruptions have low frequencies. Then, what we can do for GD volcanoes? 
We propose it is very important to understand where and why magma stops ascending.  

Kagiyama and Morita (2008) indicated magma degassing is one of the important factors to 
control magma ascending. Discharge rate of volatiles from magmas through a crater has been 
estimated by direct observations of CO2 and SO2 gases, such as COSPEC and DOAS, and by 
geochemical methods. However, discharge rate of volatiles through a volcanic aquifer has not 
been clarified because of difficulty of obtaining geochemical samples spatially from deeper part 
of volcanic aquifer. Electrical conductivity of ground strongly depends on the conductivity of 
pore water, and VLF-MT survey is a powerful tool to clarify the distribution of hydrothermal 
water in the shallow depth. On this aspect, the authors carried out VLF-MT survey around TVG 



and some volcanoes in Kyushu, Japan. 
Aso Caldera: Aso Caldera has acid crater lake in Nakadake Volcano, which is one of the post 

caldera cones, and has many hot springs within the caldera such as Uchinomaki, Jigoku & 
Tarutama. Conductivity distribution shows two typical features; caldera floor has almost 
homogeneous and high conductivity (> 100μS/cm), while the post caldera cones show wide 
range. Most cones have lower conductivity (<30μS/cm), except active geothermal fields around 
Naka-dake Craters and western part of post caldera cones (>300μS/cm). Just north and south of 
Naka-dake Craters, high conductivity (30-100μS/cm) was identified. This suggests down flow 
of hydrothermal water from Naka-dake Craters to the flank of post caldera cones. Caldera floor 
has almost homogeneous conductivity. This feature is explained by the fact that the caldera floor 
was under the lake until 9 ka and is covered by lake deposit. However, extremely high 
conductivity (>300μS/cm) was found at several areas in the caldera floor. These high conductive 
zones and Naka-dake are located along the NNW-SSE line. Hydrothermal water may be 
supplied along this tectonic line.  

Tsurumi & Garan volcanoes (Beppu geothermal area): Many lava domes show low 
conductivity (<30μS/cm), except active geothermal spots in Tsurumi and Garan domes. High 
conductivity zones are identified along some tectonic faults; E-W trend from Garan crater to 
Kan’nawa hot spring, along Asamigawa Fault, etc. The area size of high conductive (> 
300μS/cm) zone around northern Beppu hot springs (320MW) is estimated about 4 km2.  

Tatun volcanic group: Around TVG area, three typical zones are identified by conductivity.  
1) Low conductivity (< 30μS/cm) was found north of Chinshan Fault. 2) High conductivity (> 
100μS/cm) was found along the trend of major volcanoes from southwest to northeast. Extreme 
high conductive (> 300μS/cm) areas were found around Liu huang ku (Sulfur Valley), around 
the foot of Chih sing shan Volcano (Hsiao yiou ken, Ma tsao, and Len shuei ken), and around 
Da yiou ken. 3) Relatively low conductivity (30-100μS/cm) was found south of the trend of 
major volcanoes. This area is covered by Miocene basement. These results suggest that 
magmatic gas is mainly supplied beneath Chih sing shan Volcano and expanded to Liu huang ku 
geothermal area on the southwest side and to Da yiou ken on the northeast side along the fissure 
system. The area size of high conductive (> 300μS/cm) zone is estimated more than 4 km2. This 
indicates heat discharge and degassing in TVG might be comparable with that in Beppu 
geothermal area, which is typical GD volcano in Japan. 

These results suggest GD volcanoes have wide high conductivity area related with degassing 
from magma. And VLF-MT survey will be effective method to identify tectonic line around 
volcanic and geothermal field. 
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Effective magma degassing is one of key parameters controlling an explosive potentiality of 
eruptions and diversity of volcanic activities. Injection of volcanic gases into groundwater flow 
systems produces a high electrical conductivity (E.C. = 1/Resistivity) region; this is because 
that pore water conductivity is increased due to high- salinities and temperatures, and that 
surface conductivity of rock matrices is also increased due to hydrothermal alteration. 
Therefore, the spatial extent of the high E.C. region could be quantitatively related to the mass 
flux of volcanic gases. 

In order to evaluate the effective magma degassing using E.C. structures, we have selected 
Unzen volcanic area in Southwest Japan as a case study, and attempted to estimate the mass 
flux of volcanic gases, by developing a simple flow model of hydrothermal fluids and applying 
this model to the E.C. structure of the area. Results showed that the mass flux of volcanic gases 

are estimated to be 104.8 ± 0.3 t/yr; which yields results for CO2 flux (103.1 ± 0.3 t/yr) and magma 
input rate (100.1 ± 0.3 million m3/yr). Those values are consistent with other geochemical and 
geodetic observations. This result suggests that volcanic gases are steadily released from 
magma into the overlying groundwater flow system, and that effective degassing may be one 
of the factors controlling the relatively effusive style of recent volcanism at Unzen volcano. 

Tatun Volcano Group (TVG), located in the northern tip of Taiwan, is supposed to discharge 
a huge amount of volcanic gases from magma; that is suggested by its extensive fumarolic and 
hot spring areas, and magmatic contribution of fumaloric gases. Recently, we have conducted 
electromagnetic surveys, including VLF-MT and AMT, to reveal the E.C. structures beneath 
TVG, and proposed the improved image of the hydrothermal system, by incorporating previous 
studies from seismology, geodesy, and geochemistry. In the presentation, we will show the 
present status of the hydrothermal system, and examine the possibility of effective magma 
degassing at TVG using the E.C. structures. 
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Volcano infrasound is an increasingly useful technique for measuring and analyzing eruptive 

activity. In decades, observations of volcano infrasound have revealed the detailed relation 
between a large variety of infrasound signals and different styles of eruptions. For instance, a 
precursory compression phase of infrasound wave observed at Vulcanian eruption at Sakurajima 
is caused by swelling of the ground surface due to a rapid expansion of stored gas beneath the 
lava plug (Yokoo et al., 2009). This was derived by careful analysis of high resolution video 
imagery and infrasound records. In this study, in order to understand source dynamics of 
infrasound at Yasur Volcano in Vanuatu, we analyzed infrasound records and video images of 
eruptions observed in September, 2011. Yasur Volcano is located in the west part of South 
Pacific Ocean, and this volcano has three active vents in the summit crater. During the 
observation period, there were various types of eruptions every 1-3 minutes that radiated clear 
infrasound waves. Observed waveforms for each event have asymmetric feature composed of an 
impulsive compression phase with a sharp onset, and a weaker rarefaction phase following. We 
analyzed 143 eruptive events whose maximum amplitudes were larger than 50 Pa at the stations 
situated around the crater. Using cross correlation analysis (time window was 2 s), about 
three-fourth of events were categorized into two main groups (type I: 61 events, II: 44 events). 
Waveforms of type I eruption have longer rarefaction phase (~0.52 s) after the first compression 
phase than those of type II (~0.25 s). Surface phenomena of type I eruptions were characterized 
by hemi-spherical ejection of numerous fragments of molten lava which was just followed by 
whitish gas of vapor. In a video image analysis, these facts result in large average R and L 
(brightness) values in a selected rectangle area above the vent. In contrast, at type II eruptions 
there were jetting of relativity considerable ash-rich gases with small amount of the 
consolidated lava fragments. This is a reason of lower R and L values compared to the result of 
type I eruptions.  
From results of our analysis, we speculate following scenarios for physical dynamics of these 

types of eruptions. The type I eruption is basically explained by a bursting of a vapor-rich 
gas-slug at the surface of the conduit. At the beginning of the eruption, magma layer on the top 
of the slug collapses and the gas inside the slug is released; therefore, the ambient air should be 
compressed. This is recorded as an initial compression phase of infrasound wave. Expelling of 
lava fragments associated with the eruption indicates that the upper part of the conduit has been 



filled with molten lava. The bottom of the slug, equaling to the head of the magma in the 
conduit, may rise during the eruption. This movement can induce additional pushing of the air, 
inhibiting the pressure recovery. It would be observed as a longer rarefaction phase. For type II 
eruption can be defined as a small-scale ash emission. Before the eruption, there may be a small 
lava cap at the uppermost part of the conduit preventing foaming magma from emission. The 
cap collapses into fragments when the pressure inside the magma exceeds the endurance of the 
cap. At this time, fragmentation of the magma occurs due to a sudden decrease of the pressure. 
This means that, at the eruption onset, we can observe both of fragments of the cap and gases 
containing of considerable ashes above the vent. These jet-like emissions produce the 
infrasound compression phase. Unlike to the type I eruption, rarefaction phase is not altered, i.e. 
keeping shorter duration, because fragmentation wave can reach to a depth quickly and any 
other specific phenomenon inducing the additional compressions of the air does not occur. 
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  The Chingshui geothermal field is located in the valley of Chingshui stream, where is about 
27 km SW of Ilan, northeastern Taiwan.  It is a tectonically complex area occurred by the 
Philippine Plate subducting beneath the Eurasian plate in the south with Okinawa Trough 
opening in the Ilan Plain. Owing to complicated geological structure, the heat source of 
Chingshui geothermal field is still controversial. For understanding hot fluid sources and 
tectonic evolution, this study focuses on field survey of veins and scaling in the Chingshui 
geothermal field, and the results inferred from the data of SEM, XRD, carbon and oxygen 
isotope, and Uranium-thorium dating.   The Chingshui hot fluid contains both high 
concentrations of SiO2 and HCO3

-, therefore, temperature and pressure both drop when the 
hot fluids inject into shallower fractures, and calcite and quartz both could be precipitated 
with competition or simultaneously. 
  In Chilukeng River, many euhedral quartz crystals occurred in large damage zone of 
Xioananao fault that indicated the temperature drop played the dominated role when the hot 
fluids injected into the shallow. It inferred that the quartz crystal precipitated under 
compression stress, evidenced by the Xioananao thrust fault with no surface rupture. Whiles, 
there are gouges in normal fault with abundant calcite or calcite with quartz veins cropped out 
in the confluence of Chingshui River and Chilukeng River. The results indicate that those 
veins occurred in more recent period by U-Th dating data, because of degassing CO2 occurred 
in open fractures by normal faulting or the stress changing from compression to extension.  
  The standard oxygen isotopes range from 1.29 to 20.73 permil of SMOW and the clumped 
isotope of Δ47 outcrop is 0.385 in calcite veins, suggest that the highest temperature of 
thermal fulids with calcite precipitations is 222℃±9℃ by calibrated equation of Passey and 
Henkes 2012. Meanwhile, it also indicates that the oxygen isotope of initial water is 6.31 
permil of SMOW which is totally different from the values of -5.36 and -6.5~-7.1 in the 
meteoric water of Chingshui area and the scaling of Well IC-13, respectively. This result 
infers that the compositions of hot fluids may be changed with different source in the 
Chingshui geothermal field.  
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After「The 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku Earthquake」(2011 Tohoku Earthquake), 

Japanese government and local governments facing to the Pacific Ocean must estimate order of 
disaster by earthquake and tsunami related to Nankai Trough Earthquake, and reconsider how to 
evacuate social property and life etc.  

Before 2011 Tohoku Earthquake, we had already estimation of tsunami heights and damage 
by next Nankai Trough Earthquake. In 2003, Cabinet office interpreted the result of estimation 
on the basis of magnitude 8.6, and Oita Prefecture summarized the report in 2004. 

According to the governmental system in Japan, we have three steps on disaster prevention. 
First, Japanese government (Cabinet office, Central Disaster Prevention Council) discuss 
earthquake phenomena and estimate the amount of damage, and write a report and give out 
information to citizen. Secondly, Prefectural governments follow to Japanese government 
estimation, and estimate more locally the amount of damage, and write a report. Last, local 
governments like city, town and village make a plan to evacuate and inform the content to 
citizen using the hazard map etc. 

Oita Prefecture decided soon after 2011 Tohoku Earthquake made an amendment of regional 
disaster prevention plan (part of Earthquake・Tsunami). Oita Prefecture decided to carry it out in 
parallel to Japanese government activity. Oita Prefecture reviewed on damage estimation by 
earthquake and tsunami by Nankai Trough Earthquake. Intellectual Committee for Disaster 
Prevention Counter-measure Committee of Oita Prefecture summarized final report at late 
March, 2013 just after Japanese governmental report published at middle March, 2013. 

Oita Prefecture sent important messages twice in course of discussion; one is June 2011, and 
March 2013. Former is for urgent message to citizen living in Prefectural area, and latter is for 
constructive disaster prevention. 

The reason why Oita Prefecture quickly got a prefectural government summary and 
summarized the report earlier than other local government is as follows: 
1. Prompt setting the organization for Earthquake Hazards including Oita Prefecture and cities, 

town and villages as soon as possible for sending effective messages 
2. Archives from sediments (record of tsunami deposits at coastal pond) 
3. Archives from several historical documents 
4. Effective sharing and collecting current information and using in committee 
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